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Abstract. This paper discusses a timed variant of a process algebra akin to LOTOS, baptized UPA, in a causalitybased setting. Two timed features are incorporated—a delay function which constrains the occurrence time of
atomic actions and an urgency operator that forces (local or synchronized) actions to happen urgently. Timeouts
are typical urgent phenomena. A novel timed extension of event structures is introduced and used as a vehicle
to provide a denotational causality-based semantics for UPA. Recursion is dealt with by using standard fixpoint
theory. In addition, an operational semantics is presented based on separate time- and action-transitions that is
shown to be consistent with the event structure semantics. An interleaving semantics for UPA is immediately
obtained from the operational semantics. By adopting this dual approach the well-developed timed interleaving
view is extended with a consistent timed partial order view and a comparison is facilitated of the partial order
model and the variety of existing (interleaved) timed process algebras.
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1.

Introduction

We study—in a causality-based setting—a timed extension of a basic process algebraic
formalism including multi-way synchronisation. The formalism, referred to as UPA, is
based on the core of LOTOS [5], i.e., LOTOS without data types and value passing. The
approach followed in this paper can, however, be adapted to related process algebras like
CCS [27], CSP [17], and ACP [3]. Two timed features are incorporated—a delay function
which constrains the occurrence time of atomic actions and an urgency operator that forces
(local or synchronized) actions to happen urgently. Urgent actions are important to model
timeouts that are forced to occur at a certain time—irrespective of the rest of the system—in
case some desired action (like receiving an acknowledgement) has not happened yet.
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Various timed process algebras have been developed based on the interleaving of independent actions [6, 28, 35]. Although each timed formalism has its own characteristics
and operators, one may say that the way in which to construct a timed process algebra in
an interleaving setting is well-developed, see for instance the recipe in [30]. Due to their
observational nature interleaving models are quite appropriate for the description of a system at a high level of abstraction (i.e., considering the system’s behaviour as viewed from
the outside), and for conformance testing [1]. The incorporation of time in such models is
important to obtain an overall view on how the system’s behaviour evolves in (linear) time.
In the final stages of the design trajectory, however, the global state assumption hampers
us to faithfully model the distribution aspects of a system, each part having its own local
state. At this design phase the ‘local’ causal dependencies between actions and their timing
constraints are important, while interleavings with actions of other (irrelevant) system parts
burden the design. In particular, if the specification serves as a prescription for the system’s
implementation rather than as a description of the observational behaviour of a system,
interleaving models become unattractive or even misleading since the independence of actions is not reflected properly, see [36]. (Timed) partial-order models are considered to be
much more appropriate here.
This motivates the need for the support of the design process with a coherent set of
complementary semantic models. For our timed formalism UPA we therefore take a dual
approach—we provide an event-based operational semantics for this timed process algebra
which yields an interleaving semantics when omitting the event identifiers, and extend this
view with a novel causality-based semantics. The resulting operational and denotational
semantics are proven to be consistent in the sense that they generate identical sets of
timed event traces. The causality-based model is a timed extension of Langerak’s extended
bundle event structures [23], an adaptation of Winskel’s labelled event structures [38] to fit
the specific requirements of parallel composition with multi-way synchronisation and the
requirements of disruption ( [>).
The specification of timing aspects is crucial for performing performance analysis. Preliminary studies indicate that the analysis of performance aspects could benefit from a
causality-based setting [10, 11, 21] since the parallelism between system components is
explicitly retained in the semantic model. In addition, a causality-based model facilitates
the possibility to study only that part of a system in which one is interested for the analysis
in a relatively easy way (locality) and does not suffer from the state explosion problem—
parallelism leads to the sum of the components states, rather than to their product (as in
interleaving).
2.

A temporal process algebra

This paper is based on the process algebraic language PA, in fact LOTOS with a somewhat
more concise syntax, generated by the following grammar:
B ::= 0 |

√

| a ; B | B + B | B ||G B | B[H] | B \ G | B >> B | B [> B | P.
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Table 1. Structured operational semantics of PA.

a
B1 −−
→ B10

√

a
B1 −−
→ B10
a
B2 −−→ B20
a
B1 −−
→ B10 a 6= δ
δ
B1 −
−
→ B10
a
0
B1 −−→ B1 a 6= δ
δ
B1 −
−
→ B10
a
B2 −−
→ B20
a
0
B1 −−→ B1 a 6∈ Gδ
a
B2 −−
→ B20 a 6∈ Gδ
a
∧ B2 −−
→ B20 a ∈ Gδ
a
B −−
→ B 0 a 6∈ G
a
B −−
→ B0 a ∈ G

`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`

δ
−
−
→0
a
a ; B −−
→B
a
B1 + B2 −−
→ B10
a
B1 + B2 −−→ B20
a
B1 >> B2 −−
→ B10 >> B2
τ
B1 >> B2 −−→ B2
a
B1 [> B2 −−
→ B10 [> B2
δ
B1 [> B2 −
−
→ B10
a
B1 [> B2 −−
→ B20
a
B1 ||G B2 −−
→ B10 ||G B2
a
B1 ||G B2 −−
→ B1 ||G B20
a
B1 ||G B2 −−→ B10 ||G B20
a
B \ G −−
→ B0 \ G
τ
B \ G −−
→ B0 \ G

a
B −−
→ B0
P := B

`
`

B[H] −−−−→ B 0 [H]
a
P −−
→ B0

B

−−→ B 0
a

H(a)

We assume a given set of observable
actions Act and an additional invisible action τ ;
√
τ 6∈ Act. 0 denotes inaction;
represents the successful termination process. a ; B
denotes the action-prefix of a ∈ Act ∪ { τ } and B. The choice between B1 and B2 is
denoted B1 + B2 and their sequential composition by B1 >> B2 . B1 ||G B2 denotes
parallel composition where actions in G (G ⊆ Act) are synchronisation actions. |||
abbreviates ||∅ , i.e., parallel composition without synchronisation. B[H] denotes the
relabelling of B according to H where H : Act −→ Act. B \ G denotes hiding, with
G ⊆ Act. B1 [> B2 denotes the disruption of B1 by B2 ; i.e., B1 may at any point of its
execution disrupted by B2 , unless it successfully terminated. Finally, P denotes a process
instantiation where a behaviour is considered in the context of a set of process definitions
of the form P := B where B possibly contains occurrences of P .
The precedences of the composition operators are, in decreasing binding order: ; , +, || ,
[>, >>, \ and [ ]. Trailing 0s are usually omitted.
The standard (interleaving) semantics of PA is presented in Table 1, in the style of [33].
The special action δ indicates the successful termination action of a behaviour; we assume
δ 6∈ Act. All relabelling functions H are extended to Act ∪ { τ, δ } under the requirement
that H(τ ) = τ, H(δ) = δ and for a ∈ Act we have H(a) 6∈ { τ, δ }. Gδ denotes G ∪ { δ }.
Note that in B1 ||G B2 the component behaviours always synchronize on successful termination action δ.
The temporal variant of PA, baptized UPA, is generated by the grammar:
√
B ::= 0 | | (t) a ; B | B + B | B ||G B | B[H] | B \ G | B >> B |
B [> B | UU (B) | P.
We use Time = IR+ ∪ { 0, ∞ } as time domain and t to range over Time. (t) a ; B denotes
the timed action-prefix of a and B where a is allowed (but not forced) to occur at some
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t0 > t. We write a for (0) a. Actions are atomic and occur instantaneously. UU (B) behaves
like B except that actions in U , U ⊆ Act ∪ { τ }, are forced to happen as soon as they are
enabled. Actions in U different from τ are visible to the environment but the environment
cannot synchronize with them. If G, U are singleton sets, { a } say, we simply write ||a ,
\a and Ua (). ta denotes the time of occurrence of a.
Behaviours may synchronize on a common action as soon as all participants are ready
to engage in it, i.e., when all individual timing constraints on such action are met. E.g.,
action c is enabled in a ; (3) c ||c b ; (7) c if both a has occurred at least 3 time units before and b has occurred at least 7 time units before, i.e., tc > max(ta +3, tb +7). In
a ; (t1 ) b ||{ a,b } a ; (t2 ) b action b is enabled after ta +max(t1 , t2 ).
The notion of urgency here is an extension of the notion of urgency in an earlier paper [10]
where urgent actions are assumed to model activities whose occurrence can be controlled
completely internally. Here, urgency can involve several participants and is strongly influenced by the notion of urgency in [6, 7] (see also later on). Once made urgent, actions
cannot be used for synchronisation any further. Without such a restriction, expressions like
B = Ub ((2) b) ||b Ub ((1) b) would be allowed. Conforming to the principle that an urgent
action happens as soon as all participants are ready for it, (b, 2) would be a trace of B. This
would cause a delay of action b in the right component, contradicting its local urgency. The
fact that we do not allow synchronisations on urgent events is captured by a syntactical
constraint on behaviours which can easily be formulated [20] and is omitted here. (An
alternative view is to only allow processes like Ua (B) to be embedded in a context that is
always willing to perform a actions, i.e., without imposing additional timing constraints.
The observability of a could then be exploited.)
Urgent actions are forced to happen as soon as all participants are ready for it. E.g., in
B = a ; (3) c ||c b ; ((2) d + (5) c) action c can occur at any tc > max(ta +3, tb +5) if d
has not yet appeared. If c has not yet occurred, d can occur from tb +2 on. In Uc (B) action
c is forced to happen at tc = max(ta +3, tb +5) in case d has not yet appeared at that time.
That is, d is prevented to occur at any time later than tc , and can only occur in the interval
[tb +2, tc ]. At time tc a non-deterministic choice between c and d occurs (so-called weak
timeout [32])—urgency does not impose a priority in this case.
The urge operator is inspired by a similar operator, denoted ρ, introduced in [6]. ρ
prevents the passage of time as an alternative to the occurrence of an enabled urgent action.
[6] allows synchronisations on urged actions. Such synchronisations only succeed if all
participants are ready to participate at the same instant of time. In case a synchronisation
does not succeed, a time deadlock appears, a situation in which passage of time is blocked
as a result of which the entire system halts execution. In our semantic models no notion
of time deadlock is possible. [7] generalises the notion of urgency by introducing the time
operator. time a(t1 , t2 ) in B denotes behaviour B in which a must occur in interval [t1 , t2 ]
once it is enabled. Ua (B) is akin to (time a(0, 0) in B) \a, the main difference is that the
former performs visible a actions, while the latter turns a actions into internal actions.
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Extended bundle event structures

Extended bundle event structures (or, simply: event structures) [23] consist of events labelled
with actions (an event modelling the occurrence of its action), together with relations of
causality and conflict between events. System runs can be modelled as partial orders of
events satisfying certain constraints posed by the causality and conflict relations between
the events.
An asymmetric conflict is a binary relation, denoted Ã, between events and the intended
meaning of e Ã e0 is that (i) if e0 occurs it disables the occurrence of e, and (ii) if e and e0
both occur in a single system run then e causally precedes e0 . Notice that it is not required
for Ã to be symmetric, hence the name ‘asymmetric’, which, in this context, does not mean
that e Ã e0 ⇒ e0 6Ã e as it might suggest. e Ã e0 and e0 Ã e is allowed and is equivalent
with e # e0 , the usual symmetric conflict in event structures1 .
Causality is represented by a binary relation, the bundle relation, denoted by 7→. Given a
set X of events, that are pairwise in conflict, and an event e, the interpretation of X 7→ e is
that if e happens in a system run, exactly one event in X has happened before (and caused
e). This enables us to uniquely define a causal ordering between the events in a system
run. Set X is called the bundle set. When there is neither a conflict nor a causal relation
between events they are independent. Once enabled, independent events can occur in any
order or in parallel.
Definition 1.
An (extended bundle) event structure E is a quadruple (E, Ã, 7→, l) with E,
a set of events, Ã ⊆ E × E, the (irreflexive) asymmetric conflict relation, 7→ ⊆ P(E) × E,
the bundle relation, and l : E −→ L, the action-labelling function, where L is a set of
action labels, such that
∀ X ⊆ E, e ∈ E : X 7→ e ⇒ (∀ e0 , e00 ∈ X : e0 6= e00 ⇒ e0 Ã e00 ).

The constraint specifies that for bundle X 7→ e all events in X are in mutual conflict.
Event structures are graphically represented in the following way. Events are denoted as
dots; near the dot the action label is given. e Ã e0 is indicated by a dotted arrow from e
to e0 ; if also e0 Ã e, then a dotted line is drawn instead. A bundle X 7→ e is indicated by
drawing an arrow from each event in X to e and connecting all arrows by small lines. We
denote an event e labelled a by ea . EBES denotes the class of event structures; E ranges
over EBES.
In the sequel we adopt the following notations. For sequences σ = x1 . . . xn , let σ
denote the set of elements in σ, i.e., σ , { x1 , . . . , xn }. ε denotes the empty sequence.
For non-empty sequence σ, let σi denote the prefix of σ up to the (i−1)-th element, i.e.,
σi , x1 . . . xi−1 , for 0 < i 6 n+1. For σ a sequence of events e1 . . . en we define
cfl(σ) , { e ∈ E | ∃ ei ∈ σ : e Ã ei } and sat(σ) , { e ∈ E | ∀ X ⊆ E : X 7→
e ⇒ X ∩ σ 6= ∅ }. cfl(σ) is the set of events that are disabled by some event in σ. sat(σ)
is the set of events that have a causal predecessor in σ for all bundles pointing to them. That
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Figure 1. Some example event structures.

is, for events in sat(σ) all bundles are ‘satisfied’. The set of events ‘enabled’ by σ, en(σ),
is defined as en(σ) , sat(σ) \ (cfl(σ) ∪ σ).
Event traces consist of distinct events (ei 6∈ σi ) and are conflict-free (ei 6∈ cfl(σi )), for
obvious reasons. In addition, each event in the event trace is preceded in the sequence by a
causal predecessor for each bundle pointing to it (ei ∈ sat(σi )).
Definition 2. An event trace σ of E is a sequence of events e1 . . . en with ei ∈ en(σi ),
for all 0 < i 6 n. Let T (E) denote the set of event traces of E.
Example: Figure 1(a) has bundles { ea } 7→ ec , { eb } 7→ ec , { eb } 7→ ed , and a symmetric conflict between ec and ed . Some event traces of Figure 1(a) are ea eb ec , eb ed ea and
eb ea . In Figure 1(b) we have { ea , e0a } 7→ eb , { ea } 7→ ex and { e0a } 7→ ey . Figure 1(c)
has asymmetric conflict eb Ã ec . ea eb ec and ea ec are event traces of this event structure.

Event structures can be used to provide a noninterleaving semantics to PA in a compositional
way. For finite behaviours this is defined in the appendix. The expressions corresponding
to Figure 1 are as follows:
•

(a) a ; c ||{ c } b ; (c + d),

•

(b) (a ; x ||| a ; y) ||{ a } (a ; b), and

•

(c) a ; ((b [> c) ||| d).

4.

Urgent event structures

Time is added to bundle event structures in two ways. To specify the relative delay between
causally dependent events time is associated to bundles, and in order to facilitate the specification of timing constraints on events that have no bundle pointing to them (i.e., the initial
events), time is also associated to events.2 Though it seems sufficient to only have time
labels for initial events, synchronisation of events makes it necessary to allow for equipping
all events with time labels, including the non-initial ones.
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Consider, e.g.,

where the result says that if ea occurs at ta then eb is enabled from max(ta +5, 27).
We assume mappings T and D to associate a value of Time, the time domain, to bundles
t
and events, respectively. A bundle X 7→ e with T ((X, e)) = t is denoted by X 7→ e; its
interpretation is that if an event in X has happened at a certain time, then e is enabled t
time units later. For events that have more than one bundle pointing to them we take the
t

t0

following interpretation. Consider { ea } 7→ ec and { eb } 7→ ec . Then, if ea happens at
time ta and eb at tb , then ec is enabled at max(ta +t, tb +t0 ). D associates time to events;
D(e) = t denotes that e can happen after t time units from the beginning of the system,
usually assumed to be time 0.
Bundle and event delays determine the minimal time at which an event can occur. In order
to force events to occur once they are enabled we use urgent events. Urgency is modelled
by a predicate U : U(e) is true iff e is an urgent event.
Definition 3.
A urgent event structure Ψ is a quadruple hE, D, T , U i with E an event
structure (E, Ã, 7→, l), T : 7→ −→ Time, the timing function, D : E −→ Time, the delay
function, and U : E −→ Bool, the urgency predicate.
For depicting urgent event structures we use the following conventions. The time associated with a bundle and event is a non-negative real and is depicted near to a bundle and
event, respectively. For convenience, zero delays are omitted. Urgent events are depicted
by open dots, and ordinary events by closed dots. UES denotes the class of urgent event
structures; Ψ ranges over UES.
Example: Some example urgent event structures are depicted in Figure 2. Figure 2(a) has
3
5
2
bundles { ea } 7→ ec , { eb } 7→ ec , { eb } 7→ ed , and a conflict between urgent event ec and

Figure 2. Some example urgent event structures.
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ed . For Figure 2(b) we have D(ea ) = 2, D(eb ) = 0, D(ec ) = 7 and T (({ ea }, eb )) = 1.

As a generalisation of the notion of event trace we define the notion of timed event trace.
A timed event (e, t) denotes that e happened at time t. For sequences of timed events
σ = (e1 , t1 ) . . . (en , tn ) let [σ] denote the sequence of events in σ, i.e., [σ] , e1 . . . en .
Let time(σ, e) denote the time instant from which e ∈ en([σ]) can happen, given that each
event ei in σ occurred at time ti . Event e can occur if (i) its absolute delay D(e) is respected,
(ii) the time relative to all its immediate causal predecessors is respected, and (iii) for each
event ej with ej Ã e we have that e occurs at at least tj . (ii) and (iii) take care of the fact
that events cannot occur before their causes, entailing that causal ordering implies temporal
ordering. So, time(σ, e) is obtained by taking the maximum of D(e) with proper sets (the
elements of H1 and H2 below) representing the constraints (ii) and (iii):
time(σ, e) , M ax({ D(e) } ∪ H1 ∪ H2 ) where
t
H1 = { tj + t | ∃ X ⊆ E : X 7→ e ∧ X ∩ [σ] = { ej } }
H2 = { tj | ∃ ej ∈ [σ] : ej Ã e } .

Definition 4.
A timed event trace of hE, D, T , U i is a sequence σ of timed events
(e1 , t1 ) . . . (en , tn ) with ei ∈ E, ti ∈ Time, satisfying e1 . . . en ∈ T (E), i < j ⇒ ti 6 tj ,
for all 0 < i, j 6 n, and
1. ∀ i : ( ¬ U (ei ) ⇒ ti > time(σi , ei )) ∧ (U (ei ) ⇒ ti = time(σi , ei )), and
2. ∀ i, e : (e ∈ en(σi ) ∧ U (e)) ⇒ ti 6 time(σi , e) .
For Ψ ∈ UES we denote the set of timed event traces of Ψ by TU (Ψ).
The first constraint requires correct times to be associated to events in σ—ordinary events
can happen at any moment from the time they are enabled and urgent events can happen
only as soon as they are enabled. This constraint does, however, not take into account the
fact that urgent events may prevent other events to occur after a certain time. E.g., according
to the first constraints, Figure 2(a) has timed event trace (ea , 0) (eb , 2) (ed , 8). However,
if ed has not happened before time max(0, 0+3, 2+5) = 7, then urgent event ec should
have happened at time 7. Thus, (ea , 0) (eb , 2) (ed , 8) should not be considered a legal timed
event trace. The last constraint takes this matter into account.
We like to point out that time-consistency, i.e., i < j ⇒ ti 6 tj , is essential in
a context in which in principle any event can be declared to be urgent. The reason
for this is that urgency is an intrinsically global property: the fact that some event e
is urgent influences for events, which seem at first sight completely independent from
e, the ability to appear at a certain time instant. So, in order to decide whether an
event may happen it is necessary to know in the entire system which events have happened already (in time). E.g., if we would omit the time-consistency requirement, then
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would have trace (ea , 1) (eb , 4) (ec , 2), whereas if ec happens at time 2 urgent event ed is
forced at time 3 and should disable the occurrence of eb . In [22] we showed that a somewhat
restricted, but still very useful, form of urgency reduces the global impact of urgent events
and can avoid this time-consistency requirement.
Example: For the following sequences of timed events the conditions are given under
which they are timed event traces of Figure 2(a):
(ea , ta ) (eb , tb ) (ed , td ) if ta 6 tb ∧ tb +2 6 td 6 max(ta +3, tb +5), and
(ea , ta ) (eb , tb ) (ec , tc ) if ta 6 tb ∧ tc = max(ta +3, tb +5).
The only maximal timed event trace of Figure 2(b) is (ea , 2) (eb , 3). Here, ec can never
happen, since after the occurrence of ea (which will be forced at time 2) eb will occur
(at time 3), so excluding ec . Thus, ea excludes ec though they seem to be completely
independent! It appears that the asymmetric conflict between ec and eb ‘propagates back’
to an asymmetric conflict between ea and ec .
Figure 2(c) models a typical timeout scenario: after the occurrence of ea at time ta event eb
is enabled from ta +2, but if it does not occur at ta +4, then ec is forced to occur (at ta +4).

5.

Causality-based semantics of UPA

This section presents a causality-based semantics for UPA using urgent event structures.
We define a mapping EU [[ ]] : UPA −→ UES. For convenience we use the denotational
semantics E 0 [[ ]] for the untimed case which is defined in the appendix. Recursion is dealt
with in Section 6.
Definition 5.

Φ : UPA −→ PA is defined as follows:

Φ(0)
√
Φ( )
Φ((t) a ; B)
Φ(B1 op B2 )
Φ(op B)
Φ(UU (B))

, 0
√
,
, a ; Φ(B)
, Φ(B1 ) op Φ(B2 ) for op ∈ { +, ||G , >>, [> }
, op Φ(B) for op ∈ { \, [ ] }
, Φ(B).
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Φ(B) is the untimed behaviour corresponding to B obtained by omitting all time and
urgency annotations in B.
In the rest of this section let EU [[ Bi ]] = Ψi = hEi , Di , Ti , Ui i, for i = 1, 2, with Ei =
(Ei , Ãi , 7→i , li ) and E1 ∩ E2 = ∅. The functions init and exit which denote the set of
initial and termination events, respectively, are defined for event structures in the appendix
and are used for urgent event structures in the same way, that is, init(Ψi ) , init(Ei ) and
exit(Ψi ) , exit(Ei ). Let EU denote the (infinite) universe of events and pos(Ψ) denote
the set of non-zero delay events in Ψ, i.e., pos(Ψ) , { e ∈ E | D(e) 6= 0 }. We abbreviate
pin(Ψ) = pos(Ψ) ∪ init(Ψ).
Definition 6.

EU [[ ]] : UPA −→ UES is defined for 0,

EU [[ 0 ]]
√
EU [[ ]]
EU [[ (t) a ; B1 ]]
E
7→
D
T

,
,
,
=
=
=
=

√

, and (t) a ; as follows:

hE 0 [[ Φ(0) ]], ∅, ∅, ∅i
√
hE 0 [[ Φ( ) ]], { (eδ , 0) }, ∅, { (eδ , false) }i
h(E, Ã1 , 7→, l1 ∪ { (ea , a) }), D, T , U1 ∪ { (ea , false) }i with
E1 ∪ { ea } for ea ∈ EU \ E1
7→1 ∪ ({ { ea } } × pin(Ψ1 ))
{ (ea , t) } ∪ (E1 × { 0 })
T1 ∪ { (({ ea }, e), D1 (e)) | e ∈ pin(Ψ1 ) }.

√
The semantics of 0 and is self-explanatory. For (t) a ; B1 a bundle is introduced from
a new non-urgent event ea (labelled a) to all initial events of Ψ1 (as ea causally precedes
them) and all events in Ψ1 that have a non-zero delay. For all these initial and non-zero
delay events e the delay is now relative to ea , so each bundle { ea } 7→ e is associated with a
time delay D1 (e), and D(e) is made zero. D(ea ) becomes t. In the untimed case it suffices
to only introduce bundles from e to the initial events of Ψ1 , cf. the appendix. The bundles to
all positive events of Ψ1 that are introduced in the timed case are used for the sole purpose
of making delays relative to ea .
Definition 7.

EU [[ ]] : UPA −→ UES is defined for \, [ ], +, >>, [>, and UU () as:

EU [[ B1 opB2 ]]
EU [[ op B1 ]]
EU [[ UU (B1 ) ]]
EU [[ B1 >> B2 ]]

,
,
,
,

Ã
7
→
l
D
T

=
=
=
=
=

hE 0 [[ Φ(B1 opB2 ) ]], D1 ∪ D2 , T1 ∪ T2 , U1 ∪ U2 i, op ∈{+, [>}
hE 0 [[ Φ(op B1 ) ]], D1 , T1 , U1 i for op ∈ { \, [ ] }
hE 0 [[ Φ(B1 ) ]], D1 , T1 , U i with U(e) = U1 (e) ∨ (l1 (e) ∈ U )
h(E1 ∪ E2 , Ã, 7→, l), D, T , U1 ∪ U2 i where
Ã1 ∪ Ã2 ∪ { (e, e0 ) | e, e0 ∈ exit(Ψ1 ) ∧ e 6= e0 }
7→1 ∪ 7→2 ∪ ({ exit(Ψ1 ) } × pin(Ψ2 ))
((l1 ∪ l2 ) \ (exit(Ψ1 ) × { δ })) ∪ (exit(Ψ1 ) × { τ })
D1 ∪ (E2 × { 0 })
T1 ∪ T2 ∪ { ((exit(Ψ1 ), e), D2 (e)) | e ∈ pin(Ψ2 ) }.
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For op equal to choice or disrupt EU [[ B1 op B2 ]] is the untimed event structure of
the corresponding expression in PA, E 0 [[ Φ(B1 op B2 ) ]], where the timings of events and
bundles in Ψ1 and Ψ2 are unaffected. Similarly, EU [[ ]] is defined for relabelling and hiding.
EU [[ UU (B) ]] equals E 0 [[ Φ(B) ]] where each event e with l1 (e) ∈ U becomes urgent. The
events of EU [[ B1 >> B2 ]] are those in E1 ∪ E2 . Bundles are introduced between the
successful termination events of Ψ1 and the positive and initial events in Ψ2 . The reason
for introducing bundles to the positive events of Ψ2 is to make the event delays in Ψ2 relative
to the termination of Ψ1 . This is similar as for timed action-prefix.
Now we consider parallel composition. The events of [[ B1 ||G B2 ]] will be pairs of events
of Ψ1 and Ψ2 , or with one component equal to ∗. Events of Ψ1 or Ψ2 that do not need to
synchronize are paired with ∗, and an event labelled with an action in Gδ is paired with all
events (if any) in the other event structure that are equally labelled (see also the appendix).
The delay of an event is the maximum of the delays of its components that are different
from ∗. The bundle delay is equal to the maximum of the time associated with the bundles
we get by projecting on the i-th components (i=1, 2) of the events in the bundle, if this
projection yields a bundle in Ψi .
Definition 8.

EU [[ ]] : UPA −→ UES is defined for ||G as follows:

EU [[ B1 ||G B2 ]] , hE 0 [[ Φ(B1 ||G B2 ) ]], D, T , U i where
D((e1 , e2 )) = max(D1 (e1 ), D2 (e2 )) with Di (∗) = 0
T ((X, (e1 , e2 ))) = max(M ax{T1 (X1 , e1 ) | X1 ∈ S1 }, M ax{T2 (X2 , e2 ) |
X2 ∈ S2 }) with
S1 = {X1 ⊆ E1 | X1 7→1 e1 ∧ X = {(e, e0 ∈ E | e ∈ X1 }} and
S2 = {X2 ⊆ E2 | X2 7→2 e2 ∧ X = {(e, e0 ) ∈ E | e0 ∈ X2 }}
U ((e1 , e2 )) = U1 (e1 ) ∨ U2 (e2 ) with Ui (∗) = false.
Example: Figure 3 shows the urgent event structures corresponding to the expressions:
• (a) ((2) a ; (3) d + (1) b ; (2) e) ||| (27) c,
• (b) (14) a ; Uc ((2) b ; (4) c ||c (7) c), and
• (c) ((2) a ; (5) c ||c (7) b ; (1) c) \ b.
Case (b) illustrates that in case of action-prefix bundles are introduced to the initial plus the
positive events.
6.

Recursion

In this section we consider (process instantiation and) recursion. We assume a behaviour is
always considered in the context of a set of process definitions of the form P := B where
B is a behaviour possibly containing occurrences of P .
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Figure 3. Some example urgent event structure semantics.

EU [[ P ]] for P := B is defined in the following way by using standard fixed point theory [34]. A complete partial order (c.p.o.) E is defined on urgent event structures with the
empty event structure (i.e., EU [[ 0 ]]) as the least element ⊥. Then for each definition P := B
a function FB is defined that substitutes an urgent event structure for each occurrence of P
in B, interpreting all operators in B as operators on urgent event structures. FB is shown
to be continuous, which means that EU [[ P ]] can be defined as the least upper bound (l.u.b.)
of the chain (under E) ⊥, FB (⊥), FB (FB (⊥)), . . .. For this paper we just define the
appropriate ordering E, the corresponding l.u.b., and present the main results. Given these
ingredients it is rather straightforward to define a function FB and prove its continuity.
Further details can be found in [20].
Definition 9.
Let Ψi = h(Ei , Ãi , 7→i , li ), Di , Ti , Ui i for i = 1, 2. Ψ1 E Ψ2 iff
E1 ⊆ E2 , Ã1 = Ã2 ∩ (E1 × E1 ), l1 = l2 ¹ E1 , D1 = D2 ¹ E1 , U1 = U2 ¹ E1 , and
1. 7→1 = { ((X ∩ E1 ), e) | e ∈ E1 ∧ X 7→2 e }, and
2. ∀ e ∈ E1 : T1 ((X ∩ E1 , e)) = M ax{T2 (X, e) | X 7→2 e}.
where ¹ denotes restriction. It is straightforward to verify that E is a partial order with
⊥ = h(∅, ∅, ∅, ∅), ∅, ∅, ∅i as least element. For conflicts we require that no new conflicts
appear in Ψ2 between events that are already in Ψ1 . Similarly, the first constraint forbids the
introduction of bundles in Ψ2 pointing to events in Ψ1 for which there exists no projected
bundle in Ψ1 . Note that this constraint allows for bundles to grow in such a way that the
old bundle set is contained in the new one. The last constraint forces those bundles to get
the maximum delay.
F
The l.u.b. of a chain Ψ1 E Ψ2 E . . ., denoted i Ψi , can be characterized as follows.
For the set of events, conflicts, labelling function, event delays, and urgency predicate we
simply take the union of all events, conflicts, labellings, event delays and urgency predicates
of the elements in the chain. Since bundles may grow this approach does not apply to the
set of bundles. Suppose some Ψj has bundle Xj 7→j e. According to the definition of E
there is a series of bundles Xj 7→j e, XS
j+1 7→j+1 e, . . . satisfying Xk+1 ∩ Ek = Xk for
k > j. Then the l.u.b. contains bundle ( n Xj+n ) 7→ e. For Ψ1 E Ψ2 E . . .:
Definition 10.

Let

F
i

Ψi , h(

S
i

Ei ,

S
i

Ãi , 7→,

S

i li ),

S
i

Di , T ,

S
i

Ui i with
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S
7 = { ( k Xk , e) | ∃ j : (∀ k > j : Xk 7→k e ∧ Xk+1 ∩ Ek = Xk ) }
→
S
t
T = { (( k Xk , e), Uk tk ) | ∃ j : (∀ k > j : Xk 7→ kk e ∧ Xk+1 ∩ Ek = Xk ) }.
Lemma 1

F
i

Ψi is the least upper bound of chain Ψ1 E Ψ2 E . . ..

For the untimed case (cf. [23]) it follows that E preserves event traces, i.e., E1 E
E2 ⇒ T (E1 )
⊆ T (E2 ). This property conforms to the intuition that possible executions of an approximation Ei+1 are consistent extensions of possible runs of Ei . A similar property in the
urgent case, however, does not hold, since new urgent events in Ψi+1 are allowed 3 and
may restrict (or, even prevent) the occurrence of events in Ψi . In case urgency does not
‘increase’ we have a similar result as for the untimed case:
Lemma 2 (Ψ1 E Ψ2 ∧ U (Ψ1 ) = U (Ψ2 )) ⇒ TU (Ψ1 ) ⊆ TU (Ψ2 ).
where U (Ψ) is the set of urgent events in Ψ, i.e., U (Ψ) , { e ∈ E | U (e) = true }.
E corresponds to a weaker notion of trace set inclusion in case the introduction of new
urgent events is allowed, but only in such a way that the introduction of conflicts e Ã e0 ,
where e0 is a new urgent event and e an already existing one, is prohibited. In this case new
urgent events will not restrict the occurrence of already existing events, but the ‘old’ events
may be preceded by the new urgent events. E.g., in
7

o b E

7

o b

2

o a

(eb , 7) is not a timed trace of the ‘larger’ structure, but (ea , 2) (eb , 7) is: eb is preceded
by a new urgent event, but is not excluded.
As a subsidiary notion we define a weak trace set inclusion relation on sets of timed
traces, denoted v. For timed event trace σ and set of events E let ε ¹ E , ε and
((e, a, t) σ) ¹ E , (e, a, t) (σ ¹ E) if e ∈ E and σ ¹ E if e 6∈ E. For T1 , T2 sets of timed
event traces let
Definition 11.

T1 v T2 ⇐⇒ (∀ σ1 ∈ T1 : (∃ σ2 ∈ T2 : σ2 ¹ [σ1 ] = σ1 )) .

We now have the following result concerning weak trace set inclusion:
Lemma 3 (Ψ1 E Ψ2 ∧ (Ã2 ∩ E1 × U (Ψ2 ) = ∅)) ⇒ TU (Ψ1 ) v TU (Ψ2 ).
Theorem 1 For Ψ1 E Ψ2 E . . . a chain: TU (
Definition 12.

F
i

Ψi ) =

S T
i

For P := B a process definition let EU [[ P ]] ,

j>i

F
i

TU (Ψj ).
i
FB
(⊥).

Example: As an example of a recursive process definition in UPA we consider P :=
Ua ((2) a ; P ||| (11) b). The first approximation is ⊥, the empty urgent event structure.
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Figure 4. Example of semantics for a recursive process definition in UPA.
2
The second and third approximation FB (⊥) resp. FB
(⊥) are depicted in Figure 4(a) and
(b), respectively. Notice that (ea , 2) (eb , 11) is a timed event trace of (a), but not of (b),
since the introduced event labelled a is forced to occur at time 4, so before eb . By repeated
substitution we obtain the urgent event structure of Figure 4(c).

7.

Example: a time-constrained FIFO buffer

In this section we specify a time-constrained first-in first-out (FIFO) buffer. To that extent
we extend UPA with a simple form of data; the precise syntax is introduced below. This
example is based on [39]; the major difference is that we consider a buffer of infinite length.
A simple way to specify a buffer is by using an abstract data type queue:
F if o(w : queue) :=

X¡

¢

[w = hxi_w0 ] → rdx ; F if o(w0 ) + wrx ; F if o(w_hxi)

x∈D

D is a set of data values that can be buffered, wrx denotes the writing (i.e., insertion)P
of
x ∈ D into the buffer and rdx denotes the reading (i.e., removal) of x from the buffer.
is a generalized version of the choice operator; hxi denotes a singleton queue containing
x and _ denotes concatenation of queues. [b] → E denotes that E can be executed if
condition b holds.
The FIFO buffer models a communication network with the following timing constraints [39]: (i) message latency of 2 time units (we do not consider the maximum constraint
of [39]); (ii) message input rate set to 1 message per time unit; (iii) message output rate
of 1 message per two time units. These time constraints are maintained by the following
processes:
X
wrx ; (2) rdx ) ||| T D
T D := (
x∈D

W r :=

X

wrx ; W r0 where W r0 :=

x∈D

Rd :=

X

x∈D

X

(1) wrx ; W r0

x∈D

0

0

rdx ; Rd where Rd :=

X

x∈D

(2) rdx ; Rd0 .

A CONSISTENT CAUSALITY-BASED VIEW
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Figure 5. Urgent event structure of a time-constrained FIFO buffer.

The required buffer is obtained by putting these processes in parallel with Fifo:
F if o(h i) || Rd || W r || T D
where || is a shorthand for ||Act , i.e., full synchronisation. This specification strongly
resembles the timed CSP specification in [39].
A problem with this specification is that it prescribes a mutual exclusion between reading
and writing: at any moment one may either choose to read (provided the buffer is not
empty) or to write. However, intuitively reading and writing should be to a certain extent
independent. If the queue contains one or more elements, it should be possible to read
them in parallel with writing new elements. The mutual exclusion constraint is especially
unnatural if reading and writing take place at different locations (which is quite common
in case of a communication network). We therefore propose a different way of modelling
a time-constrained FIFO buffer in which we exploit the use of event structures as a partial
order model:
X
wrx ; ((1) wn ||| (2) rp ; rdx ; (2) rn)
Cell := wp ;
x∈D

Chain := U{ wn,rn } (Cell ||{ wn,rn } Chain[wp := wn, rp := rn])
Buf := U{ wp,rp } (Chain) .
The urgent event structures corresponding to the Cell and Buf processes are depicted in
Figure 5(a) and (b), respectively. The labels of the urgent events are omitted for convenience.
Cell describes a buffer cell allowing the writing and reading of a data value. Actions wp
and rp ensure that the cell waits before writing (resp. reading); wn and rn indicate the
finish of writing and reading and are used in Chain to ‘start’ the next cell. Chain puts an
unbounded number of cells in parallel using an appropriate renaming function and forces
to let write-next and read-next actions to occur urgently. Finally, process Buf urges the
write-previous and read-previous actions of the front cell.
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Operational semantics of UPA

Various timed process algebras are known based on an interleaving semantics. In order to
compare our noninterleaving approach to these existing approaches and to investigate the
‘compatibility’ of our proposal with the standard (interleaving) semantics of PA (cf. Table 1)
we present an event-based operational semantics for UPA. The basic idea is to define a
transition system (in the style of [33]) in which we keep track of the (times of) occurrence
of actions rather than the actions themselves as usual in structured operational semantics.
This results in a timed event transition system. The approach is adopted from [23] and is
based on [8].
√
Each occurrence of an action-prefix and is subscripted with an arbitrary but unique
event occurrence identifier, denoted by a Greek letter. These occurrence identifiers play the
rôle of event names. For parallel composition new event names can be created. If e is an
event name of B and e0 an event name in B 0 , then possible new names for events in B ||G B 0
are (e, ∗) and (∗, e0 ) for unsynchronized events and (e, e0 ) for synchronized events.
We present two sets of SOS -rules that define transition relations Ã and −→ , handling the
passage of time and the occurrence of events, respectively. The distinction between these
two types of evolvement is inspired by [28, 37] and has been adopted by several others.
The transition relations Ã and −→ transform a pair hB, ti, where B ∈ UPA and t ∈ Time.
hB, ti should be interpreted as behaviour B at time t. Usually one starts with hB, 0i.
hB, ti Ã hB 0 , t0 i denotes that time can increase from t to t0 and in the meantime B changes
into B 0 , which is often equal to B, at time t0 (t0 > t). Thus, time is advanced with an
(e,a)
amount of t0 −t time units. hB, ti −−−−→ hB 0 , ti means that B at time t performs event e,
labelled with action a, and turns into B 0 (at t).
−→ and Ã are the smallest relations that are closed under the rules in Tables 2 and 3,
respectively. It is assumed that each
√ process instantiation of P is uniquely identified like all
occurrences of action-prefix and . Different occurrences of the same process instantiation
should produce different event transitions. In addition, event transitions cannot be repeated.
For P := (2) aξ ; Pφ we first have an event transition with (ξ, a, t) for t > 2; the next time
that action a occurs it should be labelled with a label different from ξ. These complications
are resolved by using an event renaming operator that prefixes all events in a behaviour
with a certain occurrence identifier. φ(B) is behaviour B where all event identifiers in B
are prefixed with φ.
The rules for −→ are straightforward extensions of the standard interleaving semantics
of PA. More precisely, by omitting time components from h. . .i and the event and process
instantiation identifiers from transitions and expressions we obtain the rules of Table 1. In
this sense the presented transition system can be considered to be an orthogonal extension
of the untimed one.
√
0 and permit any amount of time to pass, remaining the same behaviour. (t) aξ ; B
will wait for t time units to become (0) aξ ; B after which it either permits any amount
of time to pass, remaining the same behaviour, or it may perform event (ξ, a) and behave
subsequently like B. Let t ª t0 denote max(t−t0 , 0) for t, t0 ∈ Time. For choice, disrupt,
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Table 2. SOS-rules for −→ , the event transition relation for UPA.
√

`

(ξ,δ)
−−−→ h0, ti
ξ , ti −
(ξ,a)
h(0) aξ ; B, ti −−−−→ hB, ti
(ξ,a)
hB1 + B2 , ti −−−−→ hB10 , ti
(ξ,a)
hB1 + B2 , ti −−−−→ hB20 , ti
(ξ,a)
hB1 >> B2 , ti −−−−→ hB10 >> B2 , ti
(ξ,τ )
hB1 >> B2 , ti −−−−→ hB2 , ti
(ξ,τ )
hB1 [> B2 , ti −−−−→ hB10 , ti
(ξ,a)
hB1 [> B2 , ti −−−−→ hB20 , ti
(ξ,a)
hB1 [> B2 , ti −−−−→ hB10 [> B2 , ti
((ξ,∗),a)
hB1 ||G B2 , ti −−−−−−−→ hB10 ||G B2 , ti
((∗,ξ),a)
hB1 ||G B2 , ti −−−−−−−→ hB1 ||G B20 , ti
((ξ,ψ),a)
hB1 ||G B2 , ti −−−−−−→ hB10 ||G B20 , ti
(ξ,a)
hB \ G, ti −−−−→ hB 0 \ G, ti

a∈G

`

hB \ G, ti −−−−→ hB 0 \ G, ti

hB, ti −−−−→ hB 0 , ti

(ξ,a)

`

hB[H], ti −−−−−−−→ hB 0 [H], ti

(ξ,a)

`

hUU (B), ti −−−−→ hUU (B 0 ), ti

`
`
(ξ,a)

hB1 , ti −−−−→ hB10 , ti
(ξ,a)
hB2 , ti −−−−→ hB20 , ti
(ξ,a)
hB1 , ti −−−−→ hB10 , ti a 6= δ
(ξ,δ)
hB1 , ti −−−−→ hB10 , ti
(ξ,δ)
hB1 , ti −−−−→ hB10 , ti
(ξ,a)
hB2 , ti −−−−→ hB20 , ti
(ξ,a)
hB1 , ti −−−−→ hB10 , ti a 6= δ
(ξ,a)
hB1 , ti −−−−→ hB10 , ti a 6∈ Gδ
(ξ,a)
hB2 , ti −−−−→ hB20 , ti a 6∈ Gδ
(ξ,a)
(ψ,a)
0
hB1 , ti −
−−−
→ hB1 , ti ∧ hB2 , ti −−−−→ hB20 , ti a ∈ Gδ
(ξ,a)
hB, ti −−−−→ hB 0 , ti a 6∈ G
(ξ,a)

hB, ti −−−−→ hB 0 , ti

hB, ti −−−−→ hB 0 , ti
(ξ,a)

hB, ti −−−−→ hB 0 , ti

`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`
`

h

(ξ,τ )

(ξ,H(a))
(ξ,a)

(φξ,a)

P := B

`

hPφ , ti −−−−−→ hφ(B 0 ), ti

hB, ti −−−−→ hB 0 , ti

`

hφ(B), ti −−−−−→ hφ(B 0 ), ti

(ξ,a)

(φξ,a)

and parallel composition time passes for the composite behaviour if all components can
do so. For enabling the first behaviour determines whether time can advance. The rules
for hiding, relabelling and process instantiation are straightforward. If B permits time to
pass with some amount, then UU (B) is able to do the same provided that there is no urgent
action in U that can be performed by B at any time earlier. Thus, the effect of the urgency
operator is to prevent the passage of time as an alternative to the occurrence of an action in
the urgent set U .
dmin (a, B) denotes for initial action a in B the minimal time at which it can appear. The
interpretation of dmin (a, B) = ∞ is that B is not able to perform an a action initially.
Definition 13.

For a ∈ Act ∪ { τ, δ } and B ∈ UPA, function dmin is defined as:

dmin (a, 0) , ∞
½
√
∞
dmin (a, ) ,
0
½
∞
dmin (a, (t) b ; B) ,
t

if a 6= δ
if a = δ
if a 6= b
if a = b

dmin (a, B1 + B2 ) , min(dmin (a, B1 ), dmin (a, B2 ))

if a = δ
∞
if a 6∈ { τ, δ }
dmin (a, B1 )
dmin (a, B1 >> B2 ) ,

min(dmin (a, B1 ), dmin (δ, B1 )) if a = τ
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Table 3. SOS-rules for Ã, the time advancing transition relation for UPA.
t0 > t

`

>t
>t

`

h0, ti Ã h0, t0 i
√
√
h ξ , ti Ã h ξ , t0 i

`

h(t0 ) aξ ; B, ti Ã h(t0 ª (t00 −t)) aξ ; B, t00 i

hB2 , ti Ã hB20 , t0 i
hB1 , ti Ã hB10 , t0 i
hB2 , ti Ã hB20 , t0 i
hB2 , ti Ã hB20 , t0 i
hB, ti Ã hB 0 , t0 i

`

hB1 + B2 , ti Ã hB10 + B20 , t0 i

`

hB1 >> B2 , ti Ã hB10 >> B2 , t0 i

`

hB1 [> B2 , ti Ã hB10 [> B20 , t0 i

`

hB1 ||G B2 , ti Ã hB10 ||G B20 , t0 i

`

hB \ G, ti Ã hB 0 \ G, t0 i

t0
t00
hB1 , ti

Ã hB10 , t0 i

hB1 , ti

Ã hB10 , t0 i
Ã hB10 , t0 i

hB1 , ti

∧
∧
∧

hB, ti Ã hB 0 , t0 i

`

hB[H], ti Ã hB 0 [H], t0 i

hB, ti Ã hB 0 , t0 i ∀ a ∈ U : t0 −t 6 dmin (a, B)

`

hUU (B), ti Ã hUU (B 0 ), t0 i

hB, ti Ã hB 0 , t0 i P := B

`

hPφ , ti Ã hφ(B 0 ), t0 i

Ã hB 0 , t0 i

`

hφ(B), ti Ã hφ(B 0 ), t0 i

hB, ti

dmin (a, B1 [> B2 ) , min(dmin (a, B1 ), dmin (a, B2 ))
½
min(dmin (a, B1 ), dmin (a, B2 )) if a 6∈ Gδ
dmin (a, B1 ||G B2 ) ,
max(dmin (a, B1 ), dmin (a, B2 )) if a ∈ Gδ

 M in{ dmin (b, B) | b ∈ Gτ } if a = τ
∞
if a ∈ G
dmin (a, B \ G) ,

if a 6∈ Gτ
dmin (a, B)
dmin (a, B[H]) , M in{ dmin (b, B) | a = H(b) }
dmin (a, UU (B)) , dmin (a, B)
dmin (a, P ) , dmin (a, B) for P := B.
Here it is assumed that min, max and their generalisations over sets of events are defined
on Time ∪ { ∞ } in the obvious way. E.g., min(t, ∞) , t and max(t, ∞) , ∞. In
order to let dmin be well defined we require process instantiations to occur in a weakly
guarded way (i.e., they should become guarded after a finite number of substitutions of
bodies for their process names). The correctness of the function dmin is addressed in the
next section.
In order to constrain the passage of time in the inference rules for time a(t1 , t2 ) in B,
[7] use a function age(a, B) which determines the maximal (rather than the minimal) time
at which B can perform initial action a. The correctness of age is, however, not addressed
by [7].
9.

Consistency of denotational and operational semantics

In this section we investigate the relationship between the causality-based and operational
semantics of UPA. For convenience we introduce the transition relation −→∗ .
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(e,a,t0 )

Definition 14. hB, ti −−−−→∗ hB 0 , t0 i if and only if there exists a behaviour B 00 such that
(e,a)
hB, ti Ã hB 00 , t0 i and hB 00 , t0 i −−−→ hB 0 , t0 i.
Using the relation −→∗ the notion of timed event trace and a trace derivation relation
σ
−−
→∗ can be defined in the usual way. We summarize the following results, where for
B ∈ UPA the set U (B) denotes the set of urgent actions in B. U (B) can easily be defined
by induction on the structure of B.
Theorem 2 For all B, B 0 ∈ UPA, t, t0 ∈ Time and a ∈ Act ∪ { τ, δ } we have
1. hB, t0 i −−−−−→∗ ⇒ t > t0 + dmin (a, B).
(e,a,t)

2. ∀ b ∈ U (B) : hB, t0 i −−−−−→∗ ⇒ t = t0 + dmin (b, B).
¶
µ
(e,a,t0 )
0
3. dmin (a, B) = ∞ ⇔ ∀ t, t : hB, ti −−−−−−→
/ ∗ .
(e,b,t)

(e,a,t0 )

4. hB, ti −−−−−→∗ ⇒ t0 6 t + M in{ dmin (b, B) | b ∈ U (B) }.
´
³
(e,a,ta )
→∗ ∧ hB, ti Ã hB 0 , t0 i ⇒ dmin (a, B 0 ) = dmin (a, B) ª (t0 −t).
5. hB, ti −−−−−
1. expresses that the time determined by dmin (a, B) corresponds to the earliest moment at
which initial action a can be performed by B. 2. says that urgent actions in B can only
happen as soon as they are enabled. If dmin (a, B) = ∞ then B is not able to perform a
initially. This is stated in 3. 4. states that actions can only be performed by B provided
there is no urgent action in B that could occur earlier. Finally, 5. shows the relation between
dmin and Ã.
We now consider the well-known properties time determinism, action persistency, and
time additivity [30] for UPA.
Theorem 3 For all B, B 0 , B 00 ∈ UPA, t, t0 , t00 ∈ Time we have
³
´
1. Time determinism: hB, ti Ã hB 0 , t0 i ∧ hB, ti Ã hB 00 , t0 i ⇒ B 0 = B 00 .
´
³
(e,a)
(e,a)
2. Action persistency: hB, ti −−−−→ ∧ hB, ti Ã hB 0 , t0 i ⇒ hB 0 , t0 i −−−−→ .
3. Time additivity4 : hB, ti Ã hB 0 , t+(t0 +t00 )i iff
(∃ B 00 : hB, ti Ã hB 00 , t+t0 i Ã hB 0 , t+(t0 +t00 )i).
The proofs of the above theorems are by induction on the structure of B. They are rather
straightforward, but somewhat tedious, and are omitted here; see [20].
Since the transition system under −→∗ is deterministic, this transition system can be
represented by its set of timed event traces TU [[ B ]]. This set can be characterized in a
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denotational way, and subsequently proven to coincide with the set of timed event traces of
the corresponding urgent event structure EU [[ B ]]. We thus have the following consistency
result:
Theorem 4 ∀ B ∈ UPA : TU (EU [[ B ]]) = TU [[ B ]].
For finite behaviours the proof of this theorem is quite lengthy (but not so complicated)
and omitted here for space reasons; see [20]. The main crux is to characterize correctly the
timed traces of +, [>, and UU () in a denotational way and to prove that this characterisation
coincides with the timed event traces of the corresponding urgent event structure. For
recursive behaviours the proof is not so trivial, and we will deal with this case in more detail.
Here we assume that process instantiations are guarded; this is not a further restriction, since
any weakly guarded expression can be turned into a guarded one by some substitutions.
Definition 15.
0[P
√
[P
(op B1 )[P
(B1 op B2 )[P

For B, B 0 ∈ UPA and process instantiation P , B 0 [P := B], is defined as
:= B]
:= B]
:= B]
:= B]

,
,
,
,

0
√

op (B1 [P := B]) for op ∈ { a ; , \, [ ], UU () }
(B1 [P := B]) op (B2 [P := B]) for op ∈ { +, >>, [>, || }
½
φ(B) if Q = Pφ
Q[P := B] ,
Q
if Q 6= P.

B 0 [P := B] denotes behaviour B 0 where all occurrences of Pφ in B 0 are replaced with
φ(B). As a next subsidiary notion we define the unfoldings of P . The n-th approximation
of P is defined as the n-th unfolding where each occurrence of P is replaced by 0.
Definition 16.
For P := B the n-th unfolding of P , denoted P̂ n , is defined as: P̂ 0 , P
n+1
, B[P := P̂ n ]. The n-th approximation of P , denoted P n , is defined as
and P̂
n
n
P , P̂ [P := 0].
The following result can easily be proven by induction on n. We have that the set of timed
event traces of P is equal to that of its n-th unfolding.
Lemma 4 ∀ n > 0 : TU [[ P ]] = TU [[ P̂ n ]].
If B −−−−−→∗ B 0 and B is guarded then this transition can be derived without applying
one of the transition rules for recursive process behaviours (cf. Tables 2 and 3) due to the
guardedness of B. But then, the process instantiations occurring in B may be replaced by
some arbitrary expression X without prohibiting this transition.
(e,a,t)

Lemma 5 Let B ∈ UPA such that B is guarded. Then for arbitrary X ∈ UPA and
(e,a,t)
(e,a,t)
process identifier P we have: B −−−−−→∗ B 0 ⇒ B[P := X] −−−−−→∗ B 0 [P := X].
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The following lemma is based on the intuition that traces of length at most n can involve
at most n unfoldings of process instantiations. More precisely, it states that if σ is a timed
trace of B 0 where all occurrences of P are replaced by its n-th unfolding P̂ n and | σ | 6 n,
then P may be replaced in the resulting term by an arbitrary term X while preserving that
σ is a timed trace.
Lemma 6 Let B 0 ∈ UPA possibly containing unguarded occurrences of P , for P := B
and B guarded. Then for arbitrary term X ∈ UPA, for n > 0:
´

³

σ ∈ TU [[ B 0 [P := P̂ n ] ]] ∧ | σ | 6 n

⇒ σ ∈ TU [[ B 0 [P := P̂ n [P := X]] ]].

Proof:

By induction on n.
Base: for n=0 the lemma trivially holds since ε is a trace of any behaviour.
Induction step: Assume the lemma holds for n=k; consider k+1. First we derive
B 0 [P := P̂ k+1 ]
=

{ definition of unfolding }
B 0 [P := B[P := P̂ k ]]

=

{ substitution property }
B 0 [P := B][P := P̂ k ] .

In a similar way we can derive that
B 0 [P := P̂ k+1 [P := X]] = B 0 [P := B][P := P̂ k [P := X]] .

(1)

Now assume σ ∈ TU [[ B 0 [P := B][P := P̂ k ] ]] with σ = (e, a, t) σ 0 and | σ 0 | = k. Then:
σ ∈ TU [[ B 0 [P := P̂ k+1 [P := X]] ]]
⇔ { (1) }
σ ∈ TU [[ B 0 [P := B][P := P̂ k [P := X]] ]]
⇔ { σ = (e, a, t) σ 0 ; B is guarded }
B 0 [P := B][P := P̂ k [P := X]] −−−−−→∗ B 00 [P := P̂ k [P := X]]
∧ σ 0 ∈ TU [[ B 00 [P := P̂ k [P := X]] ]]
(e,a,t)

⇐ { B 0 [P := B] is guarded (since B is); Lemma 5 }
B 0 [P := B][P := P̂ k ] −−−−−→∗ B 00 [P := P̂ k ] ∧ σ 0 ∈ TU [[ B 00 [P := P̂ k [P := X]] ]]
(e,a,t)

⇐ { induction hypothesis }
B 0 [P := B][P := P̂ k ] −−−−−→∗ B 00 [P := P̂ k ] ∧ σ 0 ∈ TU [[ B 00 [P := P̂ k ] ]]
(e,a,t)

⇔ { σ = (e, a, t) σ 0 ; B is guarded }
σ ∈ TU [[ B 0 [P := B][P := P̂ k ] ]] .

Theorem 5 For P := B; and guarded B we have TU [[ P ]] =

S T
i

j>i

TU [[ P j ]].
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Proof:
The proof for the ‘⊇’ part follows from the S
factT
that if a trace belongs to almost all
approximations from the i-th approximation on, i.e., σ ∈ i j >i TU [[ P j ]], then it belongs to the
limit as well. The proof for ‘⊆’ follows.
‘⊆’:
σ ∈ TU [[ P ]] ∧ | σ | 6 n
⇔ { definition of substitution }
σ ∈ TU [[ P [P := P ] ]] ∧ | σ | 6 n
⇔ { Lemma 4 }
σ ∈ TU [[ P [P := P̂ n ] ]] ∧ | σ | 6 n
⇒ { Lemma 6 }
σ ∈ TU [[ P [P := P̂ n [P := 0]] ]]
⇔ { definition of approximation }
σ ∈ TU [[ P [P := P n ] ]]
⇔ { definition of substitution }
σ ∈ TU [[ P n ]] .
Since this holds for all n it follows that σ ∈ TU [[ P ]] ⇒ σ ∈

S T
i

j >i

TU [[ P j ]].

Then we have the following consistency result between the denotational semantics in
terms of urgent event structures and the event-based operational semantics.
Theorem 6 For P := B and guarded B we have TU (EU [[ P ]]) = TU [[ P ]].
Straightforward by the definition of EU [[ P ]], Theorems 1 and 5, and the consistency of the
denotational and operational semantics for finite behaviours.

Proof:

10.

Related work

Timed extensions of partial-order models have received scant attention in the literature.
Extensions of pomsets [12], configurations [26], event structures [29], posets [18], {and,
or}-automata [16] and higher-dimensional automata [15] are known to us. Our approach
resembles that of [14]. Fidge proposes a real-time extension of causal trees and uses this
model to provide a semantics to a timed variant of CCS. Each event e in a causal tree has a
set of backward pointers to each event on which e causally depends. Time constraints are
expressed by associating a set of relative times to events. The relative delays I state that an
event can only occur at t time units (for some t ∈ I) after the time at which all its causally
preceding events occurred (if any). Synchronisation can only occur if both participants are
willing to engage in the interaction at the same time instant; if not, the synchronisation will
not take place. The main distinctions with our approach are that we use a branching time
model, associate time to bundles and events, and we allow for the co-existence of urgent
and non-urgent events. Due to the adjustments of backward pointers the SOS-rules in [14]
are somewhat complicated and the relation with the standard rules for CCS is not so clear.
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Recently, Bowman [9] reported on a timed LOTOS extension with a semantics using a
timed variant of bundle event structures. His approach does not include [>, uses a start
event for recording absolute delays and forces all internal events to be urgent. [9] does not
report on the consistency with an operational semantics.
For the untimed case several approaches exist that relate a causality-based semantics to
an interleaving one [4, 8, 24]. These investigations differ from our work in particular in the
causality-based model, the language at hand, and the type of consistency relation between
the two types of semantics. [4, 24] prove the consistency between an operational semantics
for Theoretical CSP (TCSP) and a compositional true concurrency semantics based on
labelled prime event structures. They show that the ‘interleaved view’ of the event structure
semantics—obtained by considering remainders of event structures after the execution of
a single event—is (weak) bisimilar to the operational semantics of TCSP. [13] proposed
an approach to prove the consistency of an operational noninterleaving semantics of CCS
(with guarded recursion) and a denotational one based on labelled prime event structures.
From the operational semantics an occurrence net is derived which is shown—using the
well-known connection between this class of nets and event structures [31]—to be equal to
the event structure obtained in the denotational way.
11.

Conclusion and discussion

This paper introduced a temporal process algebra UPA with just two timed features: a simple
delay function and an urgency operator. A novel timed enhancement of event structures
is used to provide a causality-based semantics in a compositional way. This semantics
is an upward compatible semantics of the untimed noninterleaving semantics of LOTOS:
omitting the time delays from events and bundles, and ignoring the urgency indications,
leads to the untimed partial-order semantics. This supports the design approach where
untimed behaviours are refined into corresponding timed behaviours.
In addition, an operational semantics is given inspired by the separation of the passage
of time (relation Ã) and the occurrence of actions (relation −→ ). It turns out that the
transition system for −→ is identical to the standard (interleaving) semantics of LOTOS
when omitting time and event annotations. Thus, time is added in a completely orthogonal
way. This provides a solid basis for the use of both partial-order and interleaving semantics
in a design approach where one starts with an observational (interleaving) description of the
system’s behaviour and ends with a (partial-order) prescription for the system’s realisation.
The presented operational semantics of UPA turns out to be very close to the proposal
of [7]. The main difference with this proposal is the treatment of synchronisation on urgent
actions—[7] allows them at the prize of introducing time deadlocks (yielding an executionstop for the entire system), whereas our proposal avoids them. Since the operational and
denotational semantics of UPA are consistent in the sense that identical sets of timed event
traces are generated we consider the aforementioned characteristics to provide evidence for
the adequacy of our timed causality-based model.
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Appendix Denotational semantics of PA
Here we provide the full definition of the causality-based semantics of PA. The initial
events and successful termination events of an event structure are: init(E) , { e ∈ E |
¬ (∃ X ⊆ E : X 7→ e) } and exit(E) , { e ∈ E | l(e) = δ }. We suppose there is an
infinite universe EU of events. In the rest of this section let E[[ Bi ]] = Ei = (Ei , Ãi , 7→i , li ),
for i=1, 2 with E1 ∩ E2 = ∅. (If E1 ∩ E2 6= ∅ then a suitable event renaming can be
applied extended to Ã, 7→, and l.)
√
The semantics of 0 and is self-explanatory. In E[[ a ; B1 ]] a bundle is introduced from
the new event ea (labelled a) to all initial events in E1 as ea causally precedes these events.
E[[ B1 + B2 ]] is equal to the union of E1 and E2 extended with mutual conflicts between
all initial events of E1 and E2 such that in the resulting structure only either B1 or B2 can
happen.
E[[ B1 \ G ]] is identical to E1 except that events labelled with a label in G are now labelled
with τ turning those events into internal ones. E[[ B1 [H] ]] is defined similarly where events
are relabelled according to H (◦ denotes usual function composition).
E[[ B1 >> B2 ]] is equal to the union of E1 and E2 where bundles are introduced from the
successful termination events of E1 to the initial events of E2 . (To create bundles, mutual
conflicts are introduced between the successful termination events of E1 .) This corresponds
with the fact that these initial events can only occur if B1 has successfully terminated. The
successful termination events of E1 are relabelled into internal events.
E[[ B1 [> B2 ]] is equal to the union of E1 with E2 extended with some additional asymmetric conflicts. First, each event in E1 may be disabled by an initial event of E2 . This models
that B1 is disrupted once an initial event of B2 happens. In addition, after the occurrence
of a successful termination event in E1 no initial event of E2 can happen anymore.
The events of E[[ B1 ||G B2 ]] are constructed in the following way: an event e of E1 or E2
that does not need to synchronize is paired with the auxiliary symbol ∗, and an event which
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is labelled with an action in Gδ is paired with all events (if any) in the other process that
are equally labelled. Thus events are pairs of events of E1 and E2 , or with one component
equal to ∗. Two events are now put in conflict if any of their components are in conflict, or
if different events have a common component different from ∗ (such events appear if two
or more events in one process synchronize with the same event in the other process). A
bundle is introduced such that if we take the projection on the i-th component (i=1, 2) of
all events in the bundle we obtain a bundle in E[[ Bi ]].
For G ⊆ Act, Eis , { e ∈ Ei | li (e) ∈ Gδ } is the set of synchronisation events and
, Ei \ Eis the set of non-synchronizing events.

Eif

Definition 17.

E[[ ]] : PA −→ EBES is defined as follows:

E[[ 0 ]]
√
E[[ ]]
E[[ a ; B1 ]]
E
7→
E[[ B1 + B2 ]]
Ã
E[[ B1 \ G ]]

,
,
,
=
=
,
=
,

E[[ B1 [H] ]]
E[[ B1 >> B2 ]]
Ã
7→
l
E[[ B1 [> B2 ]]
Ã
E[[ B1 ||G B2 ]]

,
,
=
=
=
,
=
,

(∅, ∅, ∅, ∅)
({ eδ }, ∅, ∅, { (eδ , δ) }) for some eδ ∈ EU
(E, Ã1 , 7→, l1 ∪ { (ea , a) }) where
E1 ∪ { ea } for some ea ∈ EU \ E1
7→1 ∪ ({ { ea } } × init(E1 ))
(E1 ∪ E2 , Ã, 7→1 ∪ 7→2 , l1 ∪ l2 ) where
Ã1 ∪ Ã2 ∪(init(E1 ) × init(E2 )) ∪ (init(E2 ) × init(E1 ))
(E1 , Ã1 , 7→1 , l) where
(l1 (e) ∈ G ⇒ l(e) = τ ) ∧ (l1 (e) 6∈ G ⇒ l(e) = l1 (e))
(E1 , Ã1 , 7→1 , H ◦ l1 )
(E1 ∪ E2 , Ã, 7→, l) where
Ã1 ∪ Ã2 ∪ { (e, e0 ) | e, e0 ∈ exit(E1 ) ∧ e 6= e0 }
7→1 ∪ 7→2 ∪ ({ exit(E1 ) } × init(E2 ))
((l1 ∪ l2 ) \ (exit(E1 ) × { δ })) ∪ (exit(E1 ) × { τ })
(E1 ∪ E2 , Ã, 7→1 ∪ 7→2 , l1 ∪ l2 ) where
Ã1 ∪ Ã2 ∪ (E1 × init(E2 )) ∪ (init(E2 ) × exit(E1 ))
(E, Ã, 7→, l) where

E = (E1f × { ∗ }) ∪ ({ ∗ } × E2f ) ∪
{ (e1 , e2 ) ∈ E1s × E2s | l1 (e1 ) = l2 (e2 ) }
(e1 , e2 ) Ã (e01 , e02 ) ⇔ (e1 Ã1 e01 ) ∨ (e2 Ã2 e02 ) ∨
(e1 = e01 6= ∗ ∧ e2 6= e02 ) ∨ (e2 = e02 6= ∗ ∧ e1 6= e01 )
X 7→ (e1 , e2 ) ⇔ (∃ X1 ⊆ E1 : X1 7→1 e1 ∧ X = { (e, e0 ) ∈ E | e ∈ X1 })
∨ (∃ X2 ⊆ E2 : X2 7→2 e2 ∧ X = { (e, e0 ) ∈ E | e0 ∈ X2 })
l((e1 , e2 )) = if e1 = ∗ then l2 (e2 ) else l1 (e1 ).
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For technical reasons, in this paper we use a slightly different version of E[[ ]], denoted
E 0 [[ ]]. The only difference with E[[ ]] is that for action-prefix E 0 [[ ]] introduces not only
bundles from ea to the initial events of Ψ1 (as above), but to some more events in Ψ1 .
Similarly, for enabling E 0 [[ ]] introduces bundles from the successful termination events of
Ψ1 to some more events in Ψ2 . The precise set of events depends on the timing constructs as
introduced in this paper, cf. Section 5. These additional bundles do not pose any problems,
since T (E[[ B ]]) = T (E 0 [[ B ]]), for all B ∈ PA, see [20].
Notes
1. The terminology ‘asymmetric’ is adopted from [23, 32].
2. Alternatively, we could explicitly model the start of the system by some fictitious event, ω say. Then the
time associated to event e can be considered as the time associated to the bundle pointing from ω to e. We
do not consider the introduction of such event ω since the definitions become more complex—ω has to be
treated differently than ‘normal’ events—and proof obligations become more severe—e.g., one has to prove
that bundles X 7→ e satisfy X = { ω }, or ω 6∈ X and e 6= ω. Such approach has been taken by [9].
3. And this should be allowed in order to guarantee the monotonicity of +, ||G , and so on, interpreted on urgent
event structures (as used in FB ) with respect to E.
4. For timed I/O-automata [25] a stronger notion is adopted that says that there must be a trajectory of consistent
states through the interval [t, t0 ]. Since our timed transition system satisfies the image-finiteness condition
(that is, for any B and t0 there are at most finitely many B 0 such that hB, ti Ã hB 0 , t0 i) it follows from [19]
that our model also satisfies this stronger trajectory condition.
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